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The perfect walking experience has always been CAPRICE‘s goal.

Starting with the pioneering BLUE AIR technology, other innovative mi-
lestones such as BLUE GRIP and BLUE OXYGEN have been added in 
recent years.

With the new Fall/Winter 2020/21 collection, CAPRICE presents another 
revolutionary innovation in its Blue Innovation Line:

BLUE SOFT

This new development perfects the feeling while walking. Inside the 
CAPRICE outsole there is a specially developed cushioning system that 
guarantees a particularly soft step thanks to elastic cushioning bowls. 
The perforated blue bowls are activated by the pressure of the foot, they 
adapt individually to each foot and supply the entire inner shoe with air 
through a pump effect. The cushioning system is covered by a padded, 
air-permeable Strobel sole, which ensures a very flexible walking mo-
vement. These are covered by a very soft, padded, breathable remo-
vable footbed. Super soft nappa leather on the upper part of the shoe, 
which is lined with foamed material, also ensures an all around perfect 
walking feeling.

CAPRICE has already registered a patent for BLUE SOFT!

INNOVATION IN PERFECTION

BLUE OXYGEN

BLUE AIR

BLUE SOFT
Comfort meets Elegance



With the new collection, CAPRICE presents a variety of fashionable spor-
tive sneakers that stand out due to their design, material and color va-
riation. New multi-colored soles give these styles a feminine and sporty 
look. The plus widths G and H and our soft BLUE AIR interchangeable 
footbed guarantee a comfortable fit for every foot.

In addition to elaborately finished materials and high-quality accesso-
ries, the styles equipped with wedge heels ensure a special appearance.
 

SNEAKER VARIETY



High-quality leather is the heart of the CAPRICE collection. The selection 
of exclusive nappa, nubuck and suede leathers in different designs are 
optimally integrated into the CAPRICE brand.

The styles are staged with the utmost precision and passion. The har-
monious yet exciting material combinations made of genuine leather in 
crocodile and snake looks fascinate with uniqueness and exoticism.

LEATHER FOCUS

The interplay of soft leather materials, matching lasts and modern looks rein-
force the symbiosis of fashion and functionality. The wearer is guaranteed 
both a flexible and stylish walking experience.



Boots in sportive materials and with very distinctive soles set further im-
portant highlights in the new collection. Extravagant sole profiles and 
eye-catching sole designs make a rustic yet elegant statement.

SOLE HIGHLIGHTS

In conjunction with our patented innova-
tions, we also create an unmistakable wal-
king feeling. The removable footbed with 
patented BLUE AIR technology adapts to 
the anatomy of the foot and ensures an in-
creased ergonomic comfort. At the same 
time, these properties enable an ideal foot 
climate and relieve the body while wal-
king.



High-quality loafers made of fine nappa leather with animal print or 
two-tone finish complete the multifaceted collection.
- Elegant, detailed and functional

CLASSICS REINTERPRETED

Exquisite materials meet classic elegance and are reinterpreted. Thanks 
to its flexibility, this shoe group ensures incomparable comfort - a se-
ductive combination of fashion and convenience.



The winter highlights include ankle boots with doubleface, new wool 
and warm furs. These models are not only functional, they also set fashi-
on accents.

WINTER IN SIGHT

Through different tread compounds, varying degrees of hardness of 
the sole materials and the use of our BLUE GRIP technology, an optimi-
zed slip resistance and excellent grip are achieved. Water-repellent TEX 
membranes in selected models ensure dry feet at all times. Styles in XS 
and XL shafts are also available in the collection.



Elegant, detail-loving and functional. CAPRICE Premium is impressive with 
its feminine last shapes and a clear philosophy. Select materials and classic 
elegance are reinterpreted with contemporary understanding. The focus is 
on leather as a natural material, which is intensively employed for all our Pre-
mium shoes.

Softleather by CAPRICE is softer, more flexible and more precious! Far-
med in the seemingly endless landscape in the heart of Africa, this lamb 
leather is among the finest of its kind worldwide. With the utmost precisi-
on and unconditional passion, this first-class natural material is processed 
stitch by stitch into unique shoe creations. Pure luxury for your feet.
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